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MGH Professional Development Coaching Program  
 

Coaching Questions for Self-Directed Learning - an alternative pathway to growth.  
 
The key: when you are giving challenging feedback, make sure to first think of all the things this 
person has done right. You may want to open with that, e.g. “Let’s remember that while we are 
working on ____, there are many areas where you excel (insert specific example). For all of us to 
be the best leader we can be, we need to expand our repertoire of strengths.”  In coach mode: 
step into curiosity and confidence that they have interest in growing, even if it at first fueled only 
by ambition. The change in how people relate to them might make the new behavior sustainable.  
 
1) Processing negative feedback: 
What do you think about this feedback?   Are there pieces that resonate with you? 
What part of it is intriguing for you to work on? 
When you think of the comments about what you were not good at (listening, learning etc) – can 
you tell me about a time when you’ve actually been excellent at this? (anywhere, not just at work)   
What can you transfer from your experience in those situations to this one? 
What would it look like if you were performing at your best in this area? 
 
For when the person argues about or resists the feedback:  
I understand this isn’t your experience of yourself. On one level it doesn’t matter if the feedback 
is accurate. It is the story people have about you.  What could you do to change that story? 
If you had a role in this situation, what would it be? 
What is at stake if you don’t take this feedback to heart? 
What is your sense of the impact your behavior has on others? Does that serve you or what you 
are trying to accomplish? 
 
2) Processing positive feedback or experiences 
This is as important as helping someone metabolize challenging feedback. For most of us our 
natural strengths are like the wallpaper on the wall – we don’t notice it. But overlooking it can 
decrease a possible source of energy or satisfaction. 
 
Wow.  Sit with that for a minute…what did YOU do differently that allowed you to ____ 
Let’s unpack this accomplishment:  

What does it mean to you? What did it mean to the person you helped? 
What did you do to make this good thing happen? 
What strengths did you put into play? 
 

3) Emotional exhaustion or depression:  
It is the norm to have times like this during training as the demands can feel so impossible.  If 
there was one thing you could do to help even just a little, what would that be? 
If you’ve felt this way in the past, what did you do that helped then? 
If you could do one thing to connect even a bit better with yourself, those you care about or an 
activity that is energizing...what might that be?  
When do you find that you feel more energy or are not so low? Can you do that more often? 
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When was the last time you felt good about your work? What made that moment satisfying?  Is 
there a way to shift what you do to have more experiences like that? 
 
Note: if it is persistent or seems unrelated to specific circumstances or seems immune to your 
interventions, please consider referral to EAP 
 
4) Goal-setting challenges: 
If this year were a perfect year, what would that look like?  What goals can you realistically 
achieve between now and then to get closer to that vision of a perfect year? 
 
 

MGH Professional Development Coaching Program 
 
Recommendations for How to Incorporate Coaching 
 
If you aren’t able to get a coaching program off the ground just yet, think about incorporating 
these exercises in the following way: 
 

 Use as an opener at housestaff and core faculty meetings – have them break into pairs 
and coach each other 

 Incorporate into your next faculty development meeting or retreat.   

 Ask faculty to use these exercises during feedback 

 Ask mentors, advisors and firm chiefs to use these exercises during meetings 

 Arrange residents into peer coaching groups that meet throughout the year 

 Train chief residents, core faculty, or even senior residents in the above coaching 
exercises 

 Then, have them run small coaching groups where residents coach each other, as 
well as participate in coaching within the large group 
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Positive Psychology Exercises – you can weave aspects of these into the general way 
you mentor or coach. Here are the exercises we use in coach training 
 
Positive Psychology Exercise 1: The Positive Introduction 
Think about a time recently when you were at your best.  When you either felt really good about 
something, got so involved in something you lost track of time, or something that felt like it had 
some meaning.  This could professionally, personally, or otherwise.   
 
In pairs, share that experience with each other by turning it into story.  The first person tells their 
story for three minutes and then switch.  The person who’s listening should do just that…listen.    
 
Positive Psychology Exercise 2: Best Reflected Self 
(Your goal = create a new environment for them, different from mentoring or teaching.  Listen 
intently without formulating your response!  It is harder than it looks… 
 
Imagine it’s the end of the academic year.  You are looking back and everything went perfectly.  
Describe what that looks like.  What went well?  What goals did you achieve?   
*If they ask for advice, offer it, but end that piece of advice / mini tutorial with a question – e.g. 
Does work for you?  How does this fit in with your own sense of what will be best?   
 
Positive Psychology Exercise 3:  Coaching by Numbers – Questions only 
Ask the resident to think about an upcoming challenge or something they want to work on.  Have 
them articulate how it would look if it were perfect (a “10 out of 10”) and they had achieved that 
goal/met that challenge.   Then, ask them to describe how they currently are doing in that area on 
a scale of 1-10 (1 – not at all close; 10 – epitome of success), and how they can go up ½point in 
the next 6 weeks.  The goal is NOT to give advice, but to prompt self-exploration of the goal.   
 
Positive Psychology Exercise 4: GROW 
“GROW” 
1) G= Goal or the topic they’d like to focus on.  Begin with general description and a vision of what 
they’d like to do/be/achieve in this area. 
2) R= Reality, what do things look like now, what are internal or external obstacles they need to 
overcome 
3) O= Options, brainstorm or develop 4-6 options of what they might do 
4) W = Way forward; which one’s make sense or feel right they will do before the next meeting. 
How confident are they it will happen? If under 85% try again. 
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Short Vignettes to Consider: 
 
Ask yourself:  
What a resident might say 
What a mentor might say 
What a coach might say 
 
1) I just got my first set of nursing evals back and they said that I don't listen well.  I was 
really surprised by that. 
Mentor: “that probably means that you are distracted when you are on call.  You should 
try to write down what they say when they are talking to you so you seem more 
engaged.” 
Coach:  What would you look like if you were listening at your best? 
 
2) My partner and I are growing apart and all I know how to connect with these days is 
my job. 
Mentor says: “You should plan a date night at least each week” 
Coach says: if you could do one thing to connect even a little better with your partner, 
what might that be? 
 
3) Resident says, “I have no idea if I am performing at the level I should be. 
 Mentor says: “Your evaluations all seem to be fine and your feedback has all been 
positive.  Almost all interns feel this way.” 
Coach says: Where do you feel you are doing well?  When you think about what an ideal 
intern is able to do at this time of the year, what would that be?  Where do you think you 
are performing based on that? 
 
4) Resident says, “I diagnosed a patient in my clinic with a congenital heart anomaly that 
no one had caught it before because I didn't ignore his chest pain.  That felt good. 
Mentor says: “Good for you!” 
Coach says:  Wow.  Sit with that for a minute…what do you do differently from everyone 
else to catch that? 
 
5) The intern says, “I thought I was admitting a patient with pneumonia but in the 
morning the team thought I had missed a pulmonary embolism. I felt really bad. I had not 
even thought of that.” 
Mentor says: “You’ll learn from this and won’t miss a pulmonary embolism next time.” 
Coach says: What are the lessons you can learn from this experience? 
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